THE LINEMAN'S OFFICE
RAIL SYSTEM
VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL
MODULAR SYSTEM
Is an ecosystem that will revamp the way a Lineman works. It allows a Lineman to customize their workspace, just like other professionals customize their office space. This will be “The Lineman’s office.” The Bucket Work Center easily connects to aerial buckets with a standard 2” or 3” lip and is made of impact resistant materials with dielectric properties to help stand up to the toughest work environments. An assortment of modules are available to customize each workstation to fit the tools needed for the job.

A variety of the Bucket Work Center modules hang on the inside of a utility bucket.

Specific modules hang on the outside of a utility bucket.

There is still room to add S-Hook modules to the utility bucket even when using the Rail System.

SCAN ME
For the Builder
Socket Storage Module
• 6 slots to store commonly used impact socket sizes or Klein’s Impact Socket Set, sold separately (Cat. No. 66010) • Inserts a range of socket sizes from 3/8” to 1-1/8” • Magnetic slots to keep sockets in place during transit • Sockets are stored from smallest to largest to quickly identify the right size needed for the job • Made with impact resistant nylon to stand up to tough working conditions

Integrated Corner Piece
• Seamlessly connects to the Wall Assembly pieces for a continuous storage system • 4 hooks and a flip bar can swivel in and out • Accommodates different size lineman tools while making use of dead space in the corner • Made with impact resistant nylon to stand up to tough working conditions

Auger Bit Storage Module
• 2 slots to store 12”, 18”, or 24” long auger bits • Aluminum Spacer slides into one slot to store a 12” auger bit in the 18” holder or store on 18” long auger bit in the 24” holder • Module will not melt with hot auger bits, or dull tips of auger bits • Made with impact resistant nylon to stand up to tough working conditions

Magnetic Tool Storage Module • Rare-earth magnets hold hand tools, sockets, bits and small parts • Strong enough to hold lineman’s pliers • Made with impact resistant nylon to stand up to tough working conditions • Innovative design intended to be more durable than traditional tool aprons • Bonus buckle for extra storage

Hard Tool Storage Module • 18 compartments hold a wide variety of lineman tools • Rare-earth magnets hold hardware and small tools • Innovative design intended to be more durable than traditional tool aprons • Rubber tops hold tools during transit and are also adjustable and replaceable • Made with impact resistant nylon to stand up to tough working conditions

Tool Apron Storage Module • 12 compartments to accommodate a wide variety of lineman tools • Double stitched hammer loop and knife pouch helps keep tools secure when not in use • Rare-earth magnets hold hardware and small tools • Innovative design intended to be more durable than traditional tool aprons • Bonus buckle for extra storage

Open Hook Module • Easily attaches to the inside rails of the Wall Assembly • Single hook holds a wide variety of lineman tools • Made with impact resistant nylon to stand up to tough working conditions

Closed Hook Module • Easily attaches to the inside or outside rails of the Wall Assembly • Helps secure tools to prevent from falling • Single hook holds a wide variety of lineman tools • Made with impact resistant nylon to stand up to tough working conditions

Integrated Corner Piece
• Seamlessly connects to the Wall Assembly pieces for a continuous storage system • 4 hooks and a flip bar can swivel in and out • Accommodates different size lineman tools while making use of dead space in the corner • Made with impact resistant nylon to stand up to tough working conditions

Magnetic Tool Storage Module • Rare-earth magnets hold hand tools, sockets, bits and small parts • Strong enough to hold lineman’s pliers • Made with impact resistant nylon to stand up to tough working conditions
**BC311**
2” S-Hook, 5.5” (14 cm) 0.7” (1.8 cm) 6.2” (15.7 cm)

**BC312**
3” S-Hook, 5.8” (14.7 cm) 0.67” (1.7 cm) 6.3” (16 cm)

**BC501S**
Hard Tool Storage Module
- 18 compartments hold a wide variety of lineman tools
- Rare-earth magnets hold hardware and small tools
- Innovative design intended to be more durable than traditional tool aprons
- Rubber flaps hold tools during transit and are also adjustable and replaceable
- Made with impact resistant nylon to stand up to tough working conditions

**BC502S**
Tool Apron Storage Module
- 12 compartments to accommodate a wide variety of lineman tools
- Double stitched hammer loop and knife pouch helps keep tools secure when not in use
- Rare-earth magnets hold hardware and small tools
- Innovative design intended to be more durable than traditional tool aprons
- Bonus buckle for extra storage

**BC504S**
Magnetic Tool Storage Module
- Rare-earth magnetic plates hold hand tools, sockets, bits and small parts
- Strong enough to hold lineman’s pliers
- Made with impact resistant nylon to stand up to tough working conditions

**BC507S**
Socket Storage Module
- 6 slots to store commonly used impact socket sizes or Klein’s Impact Socket Set, sold separately (Cat. No. 66010)
- Fits a range of socket sizes from 3/8” to 1-1/8”
- Magnetic slots to keep sockets in place during transit
- Sockets are stored from smallest to largest to quickly identify the right size needed for the job
- Made with impact resistant nylon to stand up to tough working conditions

**BC508S**
Auger Bit Storage Module
- 2 slots to store 12”, 18”, or 24” long auger bits
- Aluminum Spacer slides into one slot to store a 12” auger bit in the 18” holder or store an 18” long auger bit in the 24” holder
- Module will not melt with hot auger bits, or dull tips of auger bits
- Made with impact resistant nylon to stand up to tough working conditions

**BC509S**
Utility Bar Storage Module
- 10” long bar allows tools to slide in and out with ease
- Holds lineman tools including hammers, straps, ropes and long handled tools
- Made with impact resistant nylon to stand up to tough working conditions

**BC509S**
Bucket Work Center™
- 8 slots to store commonly used impact socket sizes or Klein’s Impact Socket Set, sold separately (Cat. No. 66010)
- Fits a range of socket sizes from 3/8” to 1-1/8”
- Magnetic slots to keep sockets in place during transit
- Sockets are stored from smallest to largest to quickly identify the right size needed for the job
- Made with impact resistant nylon to stand up to tough working conditions

Cat. No. | UPC 0-92644+ | Description | Overall Length | Overall Width | Overall Height
---|---|---|---|---|---
BC311 | 88013-1 | S-Hook, 2” | 5.49 (13.9 cm) | 0.67 (1.7 cm) | 6.05 (15.4 cm)
BC312 | 88014-8 | S-Hook, 3” | 5.8 (14.7 cm) | 0.67 (1.7 cm) | 6.3 (16 cm)
BC501S | 88006-3 | Hard Tool Storage Module | 15.2 (38.6 cm) | 4.6 (11.6 cm) | 11.2 (28.5 cm)
BC502S | 88007-0 | Tool Apron Storage Module | 15.5 (39.4 cm) | 2.2 (5.6 cm) | 19.5 (49.5 cm)
BC504S | 88008-7 | Magnetic Tool Storage Module | 3.54 (9.0 cm) | 1.97 (5.0 cm) | 8.71 (22.1 cm)
BC507S | 88009-4 | Auger Bit Storage Module | 4.1 (10.4 cm) | 2.2 (5.6 cm) | 21 (52.2 cm)
BC508S | 88010-0 | Utility Bar Storage Module | 10.1 (25.6 cm) | 3.3 (8.4 cm) | 3.74 (9.5 cm)
BC509S | 88011-7 | Socket Storage Module | 3.5 (8.9 cm) | 2.2 (5.6 cm) | 15.2 (38.6 cm)

Visit www.kleintools.com for warnings and instructions.